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The Withdrawal Agreement

• Why is it necessary?

• Separation issues

• Citizens’ rights

• Financial settlement: £35-39bn

• Transition (Implementation) period

• + single decision for extension to max. Dec 2022

• Governance

• Joint Committee; Specialised Committees + others

• Protocols: 

• NI/IRL; Gibraltar; Sovereign base areas of Cyprus

• To Bookmark:
• https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-8438

https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-8438


6. Single Customs Territory, Movement of Goods

Single customs territory comprising EU customs union and 
customs territory of the United Kingdom, plus ‘level 

playing field provisions

5. Common Travel Area 

Movement of people between UK and Ireland

4. Rights of Individuals

No diminution of rights, safeguards and equality of 
opportunity as set out 1998 Agreement; UK to facilitate 

work of human rights and equality bodies

Preamble Commitments from Joint Report + new 
additions, e.g. DETERMINED that the application of this Protocol should impact as 

little as possible on the everyday life of communities both in Ireland and N. Ireland, 

10. Agriculture Environment

Relevant EU law on sanitary and phytosanitary rules, 
production and marketing of agricultural and fisheries 

products, and the environment relating to movement of 
goods to apply to Northern Ireland

11. Single Electricity Market

EU law governing wholesale electricity markets to apply 
to Northern Ireland

7. Protection of the UK Internal Market

Unfettered market access for NI goods to rest of UK

13. Other Areas of North-South Cooperation

Maintain conditions for continued cooperation, including 
in environment, health, agriculture, transport, education 

and tourism, as well as energy, telecommunications, 
broadcasting, inland fisheries, justice and security, 

higher education and sport

12. State Aid

EU law governing state aid to apply to Northern Ireland; 
EU institutions competent in respect of EU-NI trade

16. Specialised Committee

Facilitate implementation and application of Protocol 
including discussion of proposals from North-South 

Ministerial Council; consider matters raised regarding 
rights( Article 4); recommendations to Joint Committee

14. Implementation, Application, Supervision and 
Enforcement

Role of UK and EU institutions and bodies in 
implementing and applying Protocol’s provisions

18. Safeguards

Safeguards in cases of serious economic, societal or 
environmental difficulties 

19. Protection of Financial Interests

counter fraud and any other illegal activities relating to  
EU and UK interests in Northern Ireland

Protocol on Ireland/
Northern Ireland

20. Review

Replacement in part or in full of Protocol by Joint 
Committee following optional consultation of 
institutions established un 1998 Agreement

21. Annexes

Lists of relevant EU law in three annexes to be integral 
part of the Protocol

15. Common Provisions

Application and implementation of Protocol; application 
of new EU law; risk assessments; action in case of 

essential security needs and disturbances
1. Objectives and Relationship to Subsequent Agreement

Constitutional status of Northern Ireland and consent 
principle; territorial integrity of UK; unique circumstances 

on island of Ireland; temporary nature of protocol

2. Subsequent Agreement

Best endeavours to conclude before 31 December 2020; 
agreement to supersede Protocol in whole or in part

3. Extension of Transition Period

UK may request by 1.7.2020 extension for up to two years

8. Technical Regulations, Assessments, Registrations, 
Certificates, Approvals and Authorizations

"UK(NI)" or "United Kingdom (Northern Ireland)" 

9. VAT and Excise

EU VAT and excise regime to apply to Northern Ireland

17. Joint Consultative Working Group

Forum for the exchange of information and mutual 
consultation, e.g. on planned Union EU acts amending or 

replacing the acts covered by Protocol

Credit: David Phinnemore



Temporary v. indefinite



What the Attorney General advised
• Protocol intended to apply ‘unless or until’ subsequent agreement:

• maintains conditions for North-South cooperation, 
• avoids a hard border and 
• protects the 1998 Agreement in all its dimensions 

• Parties assume negotiations will result in agreement. 

• In international law, the Protocol will endure until replaced by a superseding agreement in part or in 
full, even if negotiations don’t continue. 

• The legal and administrative arrangements required to underpin the Protocol will be enormously 
complex and will require considerable resources, particularly in light of GB/NI flexibilities.
• [NB UK government to bring forward proposals on the role for the NI Assembly before commencing any 

backstop powers.]

• The question of whether the Protocol is no longer necessary is a political decision (an arbitration 
panel of lawyers will steer clear of pronouncing on it, especially if the Parties disagree)



The Political Declaration

• Contents:
• Initial provisions: values, standards, programmes

• Economic partnership: 
• “an ambitious, broad, deep and flexible partnership”

• provision for the UK to align with relevant EU rules if it chooses to do so

• Security partnership: 
• “broad, comprehensive and balanced security partnership” 

• Institutional and horizontal arrangements

• Re: Protocol on NI/IRL
• Determination to reach an agreement to establish “alternative arrangements for 

ensuring the absence of a hard border on the island of Ireland on a permanent footing”

• Anticipates use of facilitations and technologies - including to develop alternative 
arrangements to avoid a hard border in NI. 
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How green 
is the deal?



Political declaration



UK-wide Backstop (Annex 4, Part Two, Art 2-3) 

Scope? Remedies?



NI-specific Backstop (Annex 5)

• Waste (shipment, packaging, 
ship recycling, shipment of 
radioactive waste)

• Invasive species, trade of wild
fauna & flora….

• Ecolabel, energy-efficiency labels

• Quality of petrol/diesel fuels

• Timber production & imports

• Ozone, F-Gases, Mercury

• Chemicals & related matters

Scope? Remedies?



Agriculture – State Aid Annex 4 + Annex 9



Agriculture & Food – Annex 5 

• Pesticides, biocides

• Food law principles & European Food Safety Authority

• Food hygiene

• Food marketing standards, additives, traces…

• GMOs…



Prof David Phinnemore (@DPhinnemore)

A Deal, but a ‘no 
deal’ Brexit … or 
no Brexit?



Brexit … according to the Withdrawal Agreement

Withdrawal 
(Article 50) 

Negotiations

29 March 
2017

to

29 March 
2019

Transition

29 March 
2019

to

31 December 
2020

New UK-EU 
Relationship

Economic 
Partnership

Security 
Partnership

Extension

‘for up to two 
years’

to

31 December 
2022

Negotiations on and ratification 
of new UK-EU Relationship

Backstop 
Arrangements

Single Customs
Territory

Protocol on 
Ireland/ 

Northern 
Ireland 



Daily Telegraph, 16 October 2018

Can May get a deal through Westminster?



Daily Telegraph, 9 December 2018

… No, not yet at least

“There will definitely be no renegotiation of the 
withdrawal agreement... The deal we have at the 
moment is a good and balanced deal, and I think that 
it is in the interests of all of us to avoid a no-deal 
scenario.” – Sebastian Kurz

“I have no difficulty with statements that clarify 
what's in the Withdrawal Agreement but no 
statement of clarification can contradict what's in the 
Withdrawal Agreement” – Leo Varadkar



May’s ‘revised’ Deal …

RECALLING the Union's and the United Kingdom's intention to replace the backstop solution on 
Northern Ireland by a subsequent agreement that establishes alternative arrangements for 
ensuring the absence of a hard border on the island of Ireland on a permanent footing;

The objective of the Withdrawal Agreement is not to establish a permanent relationship 
between the Union and the United Kingdom. The provisions of this Protocol are therefore 
intended to apply only temporarily 

The Union and the United Kingdom shall use their best endeavours to conclude, by 31 
December 2020, an agreement which supersedes this Protocol in whole or in part.

‘reassurance’ declaration.. 
emphasising the role of 
and independence of 
arbitrators and of the 

scope of their mandate in 
any review of the backstop

declaration clarifying how 
Joint Committee would 

respond under the review 
process to a 'notification' 
with respect to UK-wide 

customs union provisions.

statement that Article 50 is 
the legal basis for the 

withdrawal agreement and 
can therefore only work as 

a “bridge” to the future, 
not a permanent solution

legally-binding 
commitment to use ‘best 
endeavours’ to agree to a 

future relationship or 
“alternative arrangements” 

within one year



… or no Brexit?



Article 50 Process – Where are We?

24 November 2018 Withdrawal agreement ‘agreed’ 

Withdrawal agreement ‘revised’

House of Commons – motion (‘meaningful vote’)

House of Lords – motion

UK Parliament – implementing legislation

UK Parliament – ratification

European Parliament – consent 

Council of Ministers – decision 

29 March 2019 UK leaves the EU


